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The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is one of the
world’s largest and most respected independent conservation
organisations, with almost six million supporters and a global
network active in over 100 countries.
WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the Earth’s natural
environment and to build a future in which humans live in
harmony with nature, by conserving the world’s biological
diversity, ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources
is sustainable, and promoting the reduction of pollution and
wasteful consumption.

PARTNERS WORKING TOGETHER TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY
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HEALTHY OCEANS
Oceans are the cornerstone of life on our planet.
They cover more than two thirds of our planet’s
surface, produce 70% of our oxygen and are
responsible
for driving
the
Earth’s
weatherAnnual
systems.
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Reprehenderit

INTRODUCTION

WWF South Africa is a local NGO that
for more than 45 years has worked
towards the aim of inspiring all South
Africans to live in harmony with
nature, for the benefit of our country
and the well-being of all our people.

The Sustainable Fisheries Programme, which this report focuses on, is a keystone
initiative of WWF-SA’s Marine Programme. Placed at the interface between civil
society, the private sector and government, the programme has the unique ability
to work across the seafood supply chain to address the challenges facing our marine
ecosystems in an integrated manner.
This programme contributes towards WWF-SA’s strategic objectives:
1. Securing the integrity of South Africa’s ecological assets;
2. Ensuring ecological systems and their services underpin social and economic
well-being.
The Sustainable Fisheries Programme aims to meet these objectives through its two
sister programmes, namely the Seafood Market Transformation Programme and the
Consumer Awareness Programme known as WWF’s Southern African Sustainable
Seafood Initiative (WWF-SASSI).

MEET THE TEAM
John Duncan – WWF-SA Marine Programme Senior Manager
Pavs Pillay – WWF-SASSI Programme Manager
Chris Kastern – WWF-SA Seafood Market Transformation Programme Manager
Jessica Greenstone – WWF-SA Marine Fellow: UCT Marine Research Institute
Junaid Francis – WWF-SA Seafood Industry Liaison Officer/ RFA Co-ordinator
Mkhululi Silandela – WWF-SA Small-scale Fisheries Officer
Monica Betts – WWF-SA Marine Programme Intern
Rizqah Amien – WWF-SA Marine Programme Administrative Assistant
Robin Adams – WWF-SA MPA Forum Co-ordinator
Sasha Sankar – WWF-SA Marine Programme/ SPAR Intern
Stephanie Rainier – WWF-SASSI Retail Engagement Officer/ WWF-SA 		
Aquaculture Officer
Thelisa Mqoboka – WWF-SA Small-scale Fisheries Project Co-ordinator
Zaida Gangat – WWF-SASSI Programme Officer
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2015
HIGHLIGHTS

Like the rest of our planet, our
ocean ecosystems are facing growing
challenges across a range of threats.

While overfishing continues to threaten our fish stocks, the impacts of climate
change such as ocean acidification and increasing sea temperatures pose equally
challenging threats to marine ecosystems and the people whose livelihoods
depend on them.
In light of these challenges, our vision of success is focused on addressing
three priority areas:

John Duncan, WWF-SA
Marine Programme
Senior Manager

1. Harvesting, extracting and use of marine resources takes place within an
effective integrated management system which ensures that:
• Target fish stocks are harvested at maximum sustainable yield;
• The impacts of fisheries and other marine industries (e.g. mining,
aquaculture, transport) on non-target species, marine food-webs and
habitats are effectively managed;
• There are effective systems in place to ensure that management takes place
through a science-based approach which includes key user groups in the
co-management of marine resources.
2. Sites critical for ensuring biodiversity and the on-going functionality of marine
and coastal ecosystems are effectively managed and protected.
3. The livelihoods of those directly reliant on marine ecosystems are secured
ensuring the long-term socio-economic stability and culture of these
communities.
WWF-SA’s Sustainable Fisheries Programme is committed to working with partners
across the seafood supply chain towards achieving this ambitious vision and has built
up a strong track record of success over the last decade.
This year saw a number of significant changes taking place both on the water and
further up the seafood supply chain. Amongst the key highlights of 2015:

FLAGSHIP SPECIES IMPROVED THEIR STATUS
As a result of a two-year local Fisheries Conservation Project (FCP) between
WWF-SA and the South African Hake Longline Association, both longline-caught
hake and kingklip have improved their WWF-SASSI status from Orange-list to
Green-list. The project, which started in 2013, has helped the fishery to better
quantify and manage the impacts on a number of different bycatch species as well
as driving improved practices through providing training to crew members in the
fishery. While this positive result is very exciting in and of itself, it is equally exciting
to see how the WWF-SASSI assessment process is helping fisheries to identify their
environmental challenges and address them through retailer-supported FCPs such
as this. A similar FCP is currently underway with the South East Coast Industrial
Fishing Association to address bycatch management and a further project is in
development with the South African Deep Sea Trawl Industry Association.
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TRACTION AND ACTION WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Equally exciting has been the progress that we have seen in the small-scale fisheries
improvement project in the Kogelberg region of the Western Cape. After two years
of intensive community engagement around developing a workplan which addresses
both environmental and social constraints facing small-scale fishing communities in
the region, this year has seen a significant change of gear as a number of the proposed
workplan projects have been initiated on the ground. The community is starting to see
the results of their participation. These include the development of a women-led local
co-operative to process and market small-scale fishers’ catches to local restaurants
and retailers as well as piloting an electronic catch monitoring system, developed by
University of Cape Town in partnership with the fishers, so as to provide real-time data
to both fishers and managers alike on the latest catch statistics.

INCREASED IMPACT THROUGH COLLABORATION WITH INDUSTRY
Further evidence of WWF-SA’s growing relevance to the fishing sector is the
Responsible Fisheries Alliance (RFA) which has now entered into its fourth two-year
partnership agreement between the members. This alliance consists of fishing industry
and conservation sector partners, of which WWF-SA was a founding member. Over
the past year, the RFA developed and supported a number of important projects across
a range of areas including projects looking at improving the understanding of the
fishing industry’s impact on African penguins, the institutionalisation of Ecosystem
Approach to Fisheries (EAF) principles into South African fisheries legislation and
the development of a marine mining engagement strategy. At the same time, the
Responsible Fisheries Training programme continued to increase the understanding
of those on-the-water, training over 250 sea-going crew as well as fisheries compliance
officers from the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF).

CONSUMER AWARENESS OF RETAILER SEAFOOD COMMITMENTS
Further along the supply chain, this year has been equally productive. Since a number
of the WWF-SASSI retailer/ supplier participants’ commitments come to term at the
end of 2015, this led to an increased urgency from these companies to address the
outstanding challenges within their procurement structures. Through a public-facing
marine campaign launched in June 2015, the #SASSIstories campaign, consumers
have been empowered to engage directly with their fishmongers – both retail and
restaurant. The campaign has leveraged significant increases in WWF-SASSI’s Twitter
following, now reaching over 4 100 people. During the course of the campaign, which
culminates in December 2015, we have also held 20 events and activations and reached
over 14 600 people via online platforms and face-to-face engagements by asking them
to keep their fishmongers committed and to always choose Green!
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OUR INSPIRING
STORIES
Shifting the status of species

Empowering fishing communities
Investing in marine ecosystems
Enabling responsible choices

© Yasser Booley
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SHIFTING
THE STATUS
OF SPECIES

By the end of 2012, the sustainability profile of one of South
Africa’s important fishing sectors, the longline fishery for
hake, looked bleak. That all changed in 2015 as a result of
three years of work to improve the sustainability status of
the fishery. The fishery’s three principal seafood products
– two hake species (Merluccius capensis & M. paradoxus)
and kingklip (Genypterus capensis) – were up for a WWFSASSI re-assessment and were likely to retain the Orangelist rating that the fishery received in 2010.

The key areas of concern identified in the WWF-SASSI assessments undertaken
in 2010, and revised in 2012, were negative interactions with endangered seabird
species, unknown bycatches of other fish and shark species, and limited management
interventions addressed to these and other ecosystem impacts.
Unsatisfied with the perception of its fishery and desiring of improvement, the South
African Hake Longline Association (SAHLLA) approached WWF-SA – with the support of
WWF-SASSI retail partners – to improve its sustainability status. The parties discussed
embarking together on a Fishery Conservation Project (FCP).

Jessica Greenstone, WWF-SA
Marine Fellow: UCT Marine
Research Institute

To ensure this FCP was grounded in sound scientific principles of fisheries sustainability, the
parties contracted CapMarine, a South African consultancy with expertise in the Marine
Stewardship Council (MSC) standard of wild capture fisheries certification. The fishery was
then assessed against the three MSC principles of sustainable target stock status and harvest
strategy, bycatch and ecosystem effects, and effective fisheries management. As a result of
this pre-assessment, a time-bound workplan was developed that if successfully completed
would enable the fishery to pass the MSC certification at the conclusion of the FCP.
The FCP officially commenced in 2013 with the workplan guiding the actions of the
parties. The workplan included 15 separate actions for the fishery, government (DAFF) or
WWF-SA to complete over a two-year period. One of the first actions of this FCP was the
implementation of an observer programme where scientifically-trained observers monitored
fishing operations at sea for one year. The scientific observers gathered data on interactions
with seabirds, bycatches, discards of hake and other species, and fishing gear (hook) losses,
among other things. Other substantial actions undertaken during the FCP term included
the training of SAHLLA crews on responsible fishing practices, involvement of BirdLife
South Africa on the re-design of bird-scaring tori lines appropriate for the vessels and an
assessment of the fishing footprint of the sector noting interactions with sensitive habitats.

Monica Betts,
WWF-SA Marine
Programme Intern

By 2015, analyses of the FCP observer data indicated that the fishery did not significantly
impact endangered, threatened, protected and vulnerable bird species and that the
fishery generally has a relatively small proportion of non-target bycatch species catches,
and discards are generally low. Furthermore, BirdLife South Africa continued to work
closely with this association to modify the design of the tori lines to further reduce the
interactions with sensitive seabird species.
WWF-SASSI thereby felt it appropriate to conduct a re-assessment in 2015 of the fishery’s
principal seafood products – both hake species and kingklip. The re-assessment gave a
measure of the success of the FCP and the results were favourable. All three assessments
indicated substantial improvements in the key areas of concern, which resulted in all three
species moving from the WWF-SASSI Orange-list to the WWF-SASSI Green-list. As a
bycatch species, kingklip was not the main focus of the FCP but it reflects the positive impact
that an FCP can have on non-target species also caught within the sector. Overall the FCP
was a success and it further highlighted the commitment of industry towards sustainable
fishing practices.
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EMPOWERING FISHING
COMMUNITIES

This year has been long and difficult for small-scale
fishers, mostly due to uncertainty around the much
awaited implementation of the small-scale fisheries
policy. Despite the policy uncertainty, WWF-SA’s smallscale fisheries improvement project (FIP) concluded an
action plan of improvement projects to address the MSC
and Fairtrade gaps identified during the benchmarking process that took place at the
Kogelberg pilot site in 2014.
There is growing evidence that the WWF-SA led community engagement, stakeholder
dialogue and FIP action plan have contributed positively to the winds of change that were
moving in Kleinmond in 2015. This is evidenced by the fact that stakeholders who are
normally on the fringes of environmental issues, such as tourism and Local Economic
Development (LED), are now proactively taking some of the projects forward.
Firstly, at the 2015 annual general meeting of the Kleinmond Tourism Bureau, they adopted
the key principles of the FIP action plan into their five year inclusive tourism strategy, from
2015 to 2020. This strategy includes and prioritises the fishing community for the first time.

Mkhululi Silandela, WWF-SA
Small-scale Fisheries Officer

Secondly, some of the FIP action plan proposals such as the Kleinmond harbour
development plan are proactively being taken forward by the LED in collaboration with
Kleinmond Tourism. If successful, the development of the harbour will offer better
opportunities to access the tourism market by the small-scale fishers in the Kogelberg area.
Lastly, at the fishing community level, a newly established women’s fisher co-operative
will provide a blueprint for the community-based legal entity as required by the smallscale fisheries policy. Three of the seven FIP action plan projects – all aimed at providing
tangible benefits to the local fisherman and to help foster their co-management skills – are
being implemented through this women’s fisher co-operative. Furthermore, a number
of fishermen have expressed willingness to be part of the women’s co-operative or to be
supported to form a structure that will allow them to start projects too.
These developments all indicate that the basic requirement for shifting paradigms is a
structured yet adaptable approach which fits the needs of the different stakeholders. This is
the role that the FIP action plan is playing, providing a structure and yet adapting it to local
needs by making the initiative a win-win for both people and the environment.
© Thomas P. Peschak
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With many of our inshore marine resources badly overexploited, including important species such as
abalone, West Coast rock lobsters and a number of key linefish species, South Africa’s small-scale fishing
communities face an uncertain future unless new solutions can be found to manage this complex sector.

© All images by Yasser Booley

In addition to the many institutional constraints that often impede progress in small-scale fishing
communities, they have also been disadvantaged by the pricing system in the fisheries sector and this requires
application of developmental models such as Fairtrade. This is why WWF-SA has been working with fishing
communities in the Kogelberg area to address some of the key environmental and social challenges facing
small-scale fisheries. Our work in this area has brought us into close contact with various fisher folk, helping us
to better understand their aspirations as well as their struggles.

WINSTON HULL
“We fisher folk don’t have blood in our veins. We have salt water in our veins. Being
a small-scale fisher is often like being caught between a rock and a hard place.”
Many small-scale fishers like the Hull family have huge expectations of the government’s
long-awaited small-scale fisheries policy which WWF-SA is supporting through a fisheries
improvement project.

MARY HULL
“I am hopeful that what WWF-SA is doing in the region is going to benefit small-scale
fishers. I am really full of hope for the future.”
The realities faced by small-scale fishers are harsh and immediate. They are often
burdened with debt and a highly variable environment in which the effects of climate
change as well as the availability of fish directly impact on our livelihoods.

REGINALD SAMUELS
“It is not easy making a living off the sea. The harbour is the heart and soul of
Kleinmond. It is part of our heritage. This place is sacred to us.”
Samuels believes any future development for the region cannot be done without
proper consultation with the locals. He says small-scale fishers are witnessing huge
ecological changes along the coastline. The winds are getting stronger and the
distribution ranges of fish that used to be abundant in the area, are shifting.

NOLAN SWARTS
“The times are gone where people caught bags of fish at a time. These days you are
lucky to come back with even a few fish at a time when you go out for the day.”
Swarts remembers a time when marine resources were abundant along the Overberg
coastline. He reckons overfishing and poaching, as well as ecological changes have all
played its part in the changes he has witnessed over the last decades.

CHARL DU PLESSIS
“Marine conservation is important but decisions to exclude small-scale fishers from
certain species along the coastline should be taken with great care.”
Du Plessis, a former teacher turned small-scale fisher, questions how much the marine
protected area in Betty’s Bay benefits the fish population that small-scale fishers are
dependent upon. There are certain species that may breed here, and it’s good to protect
perlemoen he feels, but in his opinion it is not a main breeding area for fish.
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INVESTING IN MARINE
ECOSYSTEMS

Contrary to what many may think, corporate fishing
companies are far more concerned about sustainability
than is often made out. A great example of this is the latest
two-year agreement that the Responsible Fisheries Alliance
(RFA) signed in 2015. The reality is that these companies
are wholly reliant on healthy marine ecosystems to provide
them with long-term ecological, social and economic benefits.
There is therefore a strong business case to be made for the safekeeping of marine
resources. Organisations with the foresight to recognise that the longevity of their
business is underpinned by a sustainable supply of fish should be actively engaged
in the protection of these resources. It is with this rationale that the RFA was
established in 2009.
© Gerhard Human, Masters & Savant

Junaid Francis,
WWF-SA Seafood Industry
Liaison Officer/ RFA
Co-ordinator
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The RFA is a partnership between major fishing corporates – I&J, Oceana Group, Pioneer
Fishing, Sea Harvest and Viking Fishing – together with environmental NGOs, WWF-SA
and BirdLife South Africa. The partnership is premised on the need to inform and promote
responsible fishing practices within the South African fisheries sector. In lieu of the impacts
of overfishing and other unsustainable marine uses, the RFA seeks to harness the influence of
these leading brands to galvanise the fishing sector and drive positive change. Whilst an
NGO-corporate partnership of this nature is not unique to South Africa, using this model to
address environmental concerns in the fishing sector is a novel approach.
In order to achieve this vision of a responsible fishing industry, since its initiation the RFA has
supported several projects informing ecosystems-based management to better understand and
mitigate the impacts of harmful fishing practices. Some of the most notable include supporting
the work done by BirdLife South Africa and the deep sea trawl industry on a series of projects
resulting in a 90% reduction in seabird mortalities, including a remarkable 99% reduction in
deaths of the many endangered albatross species.
The RFA has also supported various scientists with funding for key research studies on the
iconic African penguin populations on the South and West Coasts to better understand the
impact of fishing activities on these endangered species. Plus they have helped to initiate an
important collaborative initiative between the University of Cape Town and the South East
Coast Inshore Fishing Association to develop and trial an improved bycatch management plan
which considers a broader range of bycatch species landed in the fishery.
Perhaps one of the most important RFA contributions though has been the training of more
than 1 100 skippers, crew, observers, compliance officers and law enforcement officials.
This training provides skills to better comprehend and contribute toward ecosystems-based
management. Coupled with these conservation gains, the alliance has played a critical role in
fostering the co-management of fisheries through collaborative efforts between government
and the fishing industry.
Despite these successes, like any start up, the RFA still faces a number of challenges. There is
clearly significant potential for an organisation such as the RFA to effect large-scale change but
there are limitations both in terms of available funding and the extent to which the alliance is
willing and able to use its voice to lobby for change within government or the fishing industry.
It will be important for the alliance to develop a more prominent public presence on topical
issues that undermine responsible fisheries. The alliance’s ability to better address competitive
barriers will also be vital to its future success. It is now well understood that environmental
sustainability is one of the areas that business is willing to collaborate around. However, with
so many different companies and interests involved, setting up effective pre-competitive
collaborations such as the RFA remains a challenging task.

90%

REDUCTION IN SEABIRD
MORTALITIES AS THE RESULT
OF A PROJECT BETWEEN
BIRDLIFE SOUTH AFRICA
AND THE DEEP SEA TRAWL
INDUSTRY

Looking ahead, the RFA now seeks to focus on interventions that will benefit the broader
fishing sector to address the challenges identified. Lobbying for evidence-based decision
making, ensuring a robust marine legislative framework, promoting the application of
ecosystems-based management and safeguarding sustainable marine uses from unfavourable
practices have been identified as the key focus areas. Projects will be elected which contribute
towards these areas of work.
Whether it is to leverage off the demand for sustainable seafood from increasingly aware
consumers or for the protection of marine resources, it is clear that sustainability is central to
the success of corporate fishing companies. By forming collaborative partnerships such as that
of the RFA, the fishing sector will continue to build resilient ecosystems and reliable fish stocks
and, in doing so, secure business success in years to come.
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ENABLING
RESPONSIBLE CHOICES

Sustainable seafood is increasingly recognised as a
key component of corporate responsibility and as a
result, retailers all over the world have been making
commitments to responsible sourcing of seafood.

Globally, the population as well as per capita seafood
consumption has increased significantly. This
has put an increased demand on global fish stocks. Companies that work in the
seafood space have realised that if seafood is continuously obtained from sources
unsustainably, they will face major challenges in the near future. Quite simply
put, the long-term viability of a company’s seafood operations is underpinned by a
sustainable supply of seafood.

Stephanie Rainier,
WWF-SASSI Retail
Engagement Officer/
WWF-SA Aquaculture
Officer

In response, many retailers in developed countries have made commitments to
sustainable seafood, with most of these retailers focussed only on sourcing Marine
Stewardship Council (MSC) certified and Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC)
certified seafood. This often becomes an issue in developing countries when there
is limited funding and little support for fisheries certification and often not an
applicable standard for fish farming operations. Hence, there is growing concern
that by only supporting fisheries and fish farms that are certified as operating
sustainably and responsibly, there is not sufficient market incentive for operators
that are willing to work towards improving their sustainability but do not have
the means to do so. The reality is that often fisheries and fish farms that are under
improvement face significant challenges and, in most cases, rely on market support
for the successful implementation of their improvement initiatives.
In the South African context, before 2010 there were no major retailers that had
made clear and time-bound commitments to sustainable seafood. That changed
in 2011 when Pick n Pay became the first retailer in Africa to publically commit to
transforming the sustainability of their seafood operations by 2016.
Since then Woolworths, SPAR and Fruit & Veg City have also made public
commitments to sustainable seafood which means that four of the six major
national retail groups in South Africa are now actively working to address seafood
sustainability in their operations. In addition, key seafood suppliers I&J and
Breco Seafoods have also made commitments to sustainable seafood and are
joined in this approach by three major restaurant and hotel franchises in Ocean
Basket, John Dory’s and Sun International. Together these nine companies form
the core of the WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participation Scheme through
which they work with WWF-SA to improve sustainability across eight seafoodfocused areas of operation.
Most importantly, these companies have not only committed to sourcing and selling
sustainable seafood that is either MSC or ASC certified, or WWF-SASSI Green-listed,
they have also all committed to supporting fisheries and fish farms that are under
improvement. That means that if a source fishery or farm is engaged in a Fishery
Improvement Project (FIP), Aquaculture Improvement Project (AIP), WWF-SA
Fishery Conservation Project (FCP) – or is the focus of a clearly defined procurement
strategy to improve sustainability – it will receive continued support from these
companies post their seafood sustainability commitment dates.
On the other end of the spectrum, the companies in the WWF-SASSI Retailer/
Supplier Participation Scheme have also started actively communicating the specifics
of what they are doing to achieve their seafood sustainability commitments. This helps
consumers to understand the differences between the approaches of these companies
as well as highlighting which retailers, suppliers, restaurants and hotels in South
Africa are actively working to address seafood sustainability.
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To achieve this communication goal, these companies have developed innovative ways
to collaborate across their supply chains to communicate the work that they are doing in
order to achieve the targets that they set themselves and also to raise public awareness of
seafood sustainability. A Pick n Pay/ MSC in-store awareness campaign, in collaboration
with I&J and Sea Harvest, as well as the Woolworths launch of the first products in South
Africa that carry the ASC ecolabel are great examples of these communication initiatives.
With quite a few of the commitment target dates coming up at the end of 2015, many
WWF-SASSI participating companies have realised the importance of including their
seafood sustainability targets on their websites as well as providing regular progress
updates on work that is being done to achieve their seafood sustainability goals. In
addition to increased online communications, both Woolworths and Pick n Pay have
also developed their own consumer awareness pocket cards that provide consumers
with information on their approach to achieving their seafood sustainability targets.
Through a lot of hard work, not only are the participants progressing towards their
commitments to sustainable seafood, but they have realised the importance of
communicating their achievements to their consumers and taking them along the
journey towards a future of healthy oceans for all.
© Gerhard Human, Masters & Savant
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Communication and campaigns
Traditional media awareness
Social media awareness
Financial stability
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PROGRAMME
INSIGHTS

COMMUNICATION
AND CAMPAIGNS

This year the Sustainable Fisheries
Programme has been interwoven with
WWF-SA’s public-facing 2015 marine
campaign, known as #SASSIstories.

The objectives of this campaign complemented the overall programme’s objectives in an
effort to get the WWF-SASSI target audience – ocean and seafood-loving consumers –
to engage directly with retailers and suppliers so as to drive positive change across the
seafood supply chain.
It was conceptualised on the premise that consumers have a powerful influence over
the products that their supermarket or restaurant sells and serves, especially with
regards to sustainable seafood.
The campaign was built around seven beautifully visual success stories, six
illustrations and one photograph (as opposite). These #SASSIstories each called on
their network of consumers, restaurants, chefs and ambassadors to ask their seafood
supplier what they are doing about their seafood sustainability, as well as inviting
consumers to share their special ocean memories and seafood-related stories.
Pavs Pillay, WWF-SASSI
Programme Manager

Like many family tales of fishing, larger-than-life catches and ocean adventures,
ocean-related stories are kept alive by word of mouth and passed down through
the generations in this way. Similarly, to ensure a future of committed seafood
consumers and responsible seafood suppliers, WWF-SASSI invited consumers to
share their #SASSIstories and to make them heard far and wide, to keep them alive!

CAMPAIGN MICROSITE
The #SASSIstories generated much interaction and discussion on various
communication platforms and was very successful in terms of the target audiences
engaging with the campaign microsite.
As each story was released onto the site the number of people that engaged with the
microsite increased. Over the lifespan of the campaign there have been around 2 000
unique visitors to the microsite and, in addition, there have also been over 2 000 likes and
500 shares via social media platforms (i.e. re-tweeting and Facebook shares).
The microsite, www.sassistories.co.za, was specifically designed to encourage
consumers to contact retailers and start a conversation with their fishmongers
around sustainable seafood and the procurement of responsibly sourced seafood.
Harbour House
Fish4Africa
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Sun International
Breco Seafoods
Shoprite
Ocean Basket

Number of email
engagements sent to each
retailer/ supplier from the
#SASSIstories campaign
microsite
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA
AWARENESS

The Sustainable Fisheries Programme
had 52 media hits for 2015, which
include broadcast (46%), print (39%)
and electronic (15%) media.

ELECTRONIC
MEDIA
15%
Media hits according to media type
Broad overview of
total media hits

Newsletters 6%

PRINT MEDIA
39%

Radio 19%

Television 12%

BROADCAST MEDIA
46%

Online 15%
Magazines
17%

Newspapers 15%
Short films/animations 16%
As indicated above, almost all the media vehicles
were harnessed relatively equally, newspaper articles
(15%), magazines (17%), television (12%), short films/
animations (16%), radio (19%), newsletters (6%)
and online (15%).
Media coverage of the programme and the campaign
was widespread across the country and the reach
extended to all major provinces (as shown on the right).
The reach can in part be attributed to the
#SASSIstories campaign as many of the campaign
events were location-specific based on the
#SASSIstories illustration that was being launched.
Stories were launched at official events at uShaka
Marine World (Durban), Knysna Oyster Festival
(Knysna) and the Kogelberg Restaurant Value Chain
project launch, with the remainder of the stories
released in Cape Town.
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Media coverage and reach of the programme
nationally and provincially

Eastern Cape 6%
KwaZulu-Natal
10%

Western
Cape 31%

Gauteng 2%
National 51%

SOCIAL MEDIA
AWARENESS

The WWF-SASSI programme has
enjoyed overwhelming success and
exposure on social media platforms
such as Facebook and Twitter.

TWITTER

WEBSITE

The WWF-SASSI programme’s Twitter following
increased from 3 793 in May 2015 to 4 112 at the
beginning of November 2015. These are engaged and
interactive followers as is indicative of over 300 000
impressions over the same period with an average of
1 094 impressions per day, based on an average of three
tweets posted per week.

The WWF-SASSI website was re-designed and launched in
June 2015. Overall, it has been well utilised with over
37 000 page views and 8 900 visitors. Of these, 73,8% are
unique visitors and 26,2% are returning visitors.

TWITTER		

TOTAL		

AVERAGE/DAY

Impressions

342 300		

1094

Link clicks		

430		

1.4

Re-tweets		

857		

2.7

Favourites		

1361		

4.4

Replies		

180		

0.6

The most popular pages on the WWF-SASSI site are
the ‘lists’ were people can check the status of a species.
The top 10 traffic sources for the site include Google, Two
Oceans Aquarium, Bing, Yuppiechef, Facebook, Wavescape
and Woolworths as well as direct site access (wwf.org.za/
sassi) and from the campaign microsite (sassistories.co.za).

1. SOUTH AFRICA
2. KENYA
3. USA
4. NETHERLANDS
5. UK

Statistics and insights from the @WWFSASSI Twitter
account (1 May – 10 November 2015)

6. GERMANY
7. CANADA
8. INDIA
9. AUSTRALIA
10. INDONESIA

The top 10 countries that access the WWF-SASSI website

FACEBOOK

FISHMS

WWF-SASSI’s Facebook page following has also grown
over the year, with an increase of 326 page likes – now
over 3 000 total page likes. The total number of posts for
the year has been 247 with an average of three posts per
week which reached nearly 89 000 Facebook friends. The
3 025 WWF-SASSI followers are engaging with Facebook
as is evident by the posts receiving over 184 000
impressions, with an average 588 impressions per day.

The FishMS service (service provided by iVeri) still remains
the most popular WWF-SASSI tool utilised by consumers,
with over 10 746 requests submitted for 2015.

2 697

Page likes @ 9 November 2015		

3 025

Number of posts in 2015		

247

Total reach			

88 999

Average reach per day			

360

Total likes				

2 603

Total shares			

289

Total comments			

86

30000

Number of requests

Page likes @ 1 January 2015		

The five most common seafood queries are kingklip
(27 025 queries), hake (23 217 queries), tuna (18 207 queries),
yellowtail (15 917 queries) and sole (12 798 queries).

25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0
Kingklip

Hake

Tuna

Yellowtail

Sole

Top five fish queried via FishMS
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FINANCIAL STABILITY
OF THE PROGRAMME

2015 marked a further two-year
extension of funding from Pick n Pay
who have committed R5.7 million for
2015 and 2016 to support core costs.

The WWF Nedbank Green Trust has also played a valuable role in contributing
towards the programme’s project costs through its support of WWF-SASSI and the
development of the FishforLife online recreational fishing platform project. The
programme also received invaluable funding from the High Commission of Canada,
New Venture Fund and Maas Maasen Fund.
Further income was generated from the WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participation
Scheme, which includes contributions from key WWF-SASSI national restaurant/
hotel partners.
The RFA, of which WWF-SA is a member together with the five other alliance members,
contributes R450 000 towards alliance projects, research and implementation of projects.

Rizqah Amien, WWF-SA
Marine Programme
Administrative Assistant

WWF-SA would also like to thank iVeri for their on-going support through their generous
provision of the FishMS service and small-scale fishers SMS communication. Through the
in-kind donations and generosity of companies like these, we are able to continue our work
and would like to sincerely thank them for their contribution of time and skills.

TOTAL INCOME						

R 4,104,652

Pick n Pay							

R 997,057

WWF Nedbank Green Trust					

R 970,250

WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participants				

R 831,520

Responsible Fisheries Alliance					

R 450 000

Maas Maasen Fund						

R 400,000

50in10/ New Venture Fund					

R 273,926

High Commission of Canada					

R 181,899

Funding sources for the Sustainable Fisheries Programme, 2015

WWF Nedbank Green
Trust 24%

Maas Maasen Fund
10%

Responsible
Fisheries Alliance
11%

WWF-SASSI
Retailer/ Supplier Participants
20%

New Venture
Fund 7%

High Commissioner
of Canada 4%

Pick n Pay 24%
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Core costs refers to financial support that covers the programme’s basic
organisational and administrative costs including salaries, facilities, equipment,
communications, and the direct expenses of day-to-day work.
Project costs refers to the activities undertaken by the Sustainable Fisheries
Programme in pursuit of the Marine Programme’s objectives and targets as a set of
discretely funded projects such as a data management system for the Kogelberg smallscale fisheries project, completing WWF-SASSI species assessments and developing a
code of conduct for responsible fisheries in South Africa.

WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participation Scheme Core costs: 3%

Seafood Market Transformation Project costs:10%

WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participation Scheme Project costs: 1%
Seafood Market Tranformation Core costs: 14%

Small-scale Fisheries - Core costs: 10%
Small-scale Fisheries - Project costs: 6%
Breakdown of
project vs core
costs per
programme

WWF-SASSI Consumer
Awareness - Project costs: 16%

Seafood Industry Liaison/ RFA/
FishforLife - Core costs: 12%

Seafood Industry Liaison/ RFA/ FishforLife Project costs: 20%

WWF-SASSI Consumer
Awareness - Core costs: 8%

Comparison of project and core costs per programme
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CONCLUSION

There is a common understanding
that our oceans are under threat and
have been for some time.

The alarming reality, highlighted by the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the
United Nations, is that 29% of our global marine resources are over-exploited.
But what does that mean? Well, essentially, it means that almost a third of the seafood
we enjoy is coming from fisheries that are harvesting fish at a rate that endangers their
capacity to regenerate. It is for this reason that the pockets of responsible practice that
have been celebrated in this report should continue to inspire us to scale our efforts and
work towards maintaining healthy and productive oceans.
One of the key factors leading to the current situation is overfishing and this in turn,
is fuelled by our ever-growing appetite for seafood. We have gone from a population
of three billion people on the planet consuming around 10kg of seafood each in the
1960s to a population of over seven billion consuming almost 19kg of seafood in 2014.
Chris Kastern,
WWF-SA Seafood
Market Transformation
Programme Manager

Does this mean that we should stop eating seafood? Well, considering that it remains
an important renewable and healthy food source and that for many it is essential for
survival, it seems clear that this is not the solution. Considering the growing number of
examples both locally and abroad of the benefits realised through sustainable marine
resource use, it seems that the answer lies in changing the way we manage fisheries.
Beyond environmental and food security considerations, our reliance on fisheries and
aquaculture to sustain livelihoods must also be acknowledged. It is estimated that
between 10-12% of our global population rely on these two sectors and that, in the
fisheries sector alone, 90% of participants are small-scale or artisanal fishers.
For this reason it is critical that there is recognition that seafood sustainability is not
only relevant to the viability of commercial fisheries, but also to the livelihoods of
many fishers in coastal communities.
The situation in South Africa is not much different and, when it comes to the status
of our stocks, DAFF estimates that 22% of our stocks are considered depleted and a
further 28% are considered heavily depleted.
So, although we have great examples of sustainably harvested species such as WWFSASSI Green-listed yellowtail, snoek and hottentot as well as MSC certified trawlcaught hake, there is growing concern around iconic species such as West Coast rock
lobster, perlemoen, kob and horse mackerel.

10-12%

OF GLOBAL POPULATION
RELY ON FISHERIES AND
AQUACULTURE TO SUSTAIN
LIVELIHOODS

In terms of the composition of the 22 consumptive and two non-consumptive fisheries
in South Africa, we have both industrial commercial fisheries as well as small-scale
fisheries. It is estimated that commercial fisheries provide employment for around
27 000 people and that many thousands more small-scale fishers from over 230 coastal
communities rely on the ocean for food and a source of income to meet basic needs.
In conclusion, it is the recognition of the work that lies ahead to address the
challenges noted above, coupled with the inspiration from successes highlighted in
this report that continues to fuel the Sustainable Fisheries Programme’s ambition
to transform the seafood sector to ensure that it delivers benefits to us all without
jeopardising the environment.
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THANK YOU

We would like to thank the following
parties for their contributions and
support towards our work.

Programme funders
Pick n Pay
Maas Maasen Fund
Charl Van Der Merwe Trust
Project funders
50in10/ New Venture Fund
High Commission of Canada
WWF Nedbank Green Trust
Woolworths
Responsible Fisheries Alliance
I&J
Sea Harvest
Viking Fishing
Oceana Group
Pioneer Fishing
BirdLife South Africa
WWF South Africa
Programme supporters
iVeri Payment Technology
Lateral Alternative
Brand Foundry
Dining Out
Spill Communications
Cape Town Green Map
Masters & Savant
Derrick

WWF-SASSI retailer/ supplier
participants
Pick n Pay
Woolworths
SPAR
Fruit & Veg City
Ocean Basket
John Dory’s
Sun International
I&J
Breco Seafoods
Academic institution partners
South African National Biodiversity
Institute: Marine Programme
University of Cape Town: Marine 		
Research Institution
University of Cape Town: Environmental
Evaluation Unit
Rhodes University: Department of
Ichthyology and Fisheries Science
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University: Sustainability Research Unit
Oceanographic Research Institute

WWF-SASSI networking
partners
Marine Stewardship Council
Explore4Knowledge
TRAFFIC
Endangered Wildlife Trust
uShaka Marine World
Two Oceans Aquarium
Save Our Seas Centre
South African Association for
Marine and Biological Research
South African Institute for Aquatic
Biodiversity
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Appendix i

ABBREVIATIONS
CER
CGCSA
DAFF
DEA
EEU-UCT
IDC
IOI-SA
MCS
MSC
NRCS
ORI
RASA
RFA
RU
SAAMBR
SAASIE
SACLIA
SADSTIA
SAHLLA
SANCCOB
SANCOR
SAMTA
SANBI
SANParks
SAPFIA
SAPTIA
SCRLIA
SASMIA
SATA
SATLA
SECIFA
UCT
US
WCEDP
WCRLIA

Centre for Environmental Rights
Consumer Goods Council of South Africa
Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Department of Environmental Affairs
Environmental Evaluation Unit: University of Cape Town
Industrial Development Corporation
International Ocean Institute – South Africa
Monitoring, Control and Surveillance
Marine Stewardship Council
National Regulator for Compulsory Specifications
Oceanographic Research Institute
Restaurant Association of South Africa
Responsible Fisheries Alliance
Rhodes University
South African Association for Marine Biological Research
South African Association of Seafood Importers and Exporters
South African Commercial Linefish Industry Association
South African Deep Sea Trawling Industry Association
South African Hake Longline Association
South African Foundation for the Conservation of Coastal Birds
South African Network for Coastal and Oceanic Research
South African Midwater Trawl Association
South African National Biodiversity Institute
South African National Parks
South African Pelagic Fishing Industry Association
South African Patagonian Toothfish Industry Association
South Coast Rock Lobster Industry Association
South African Squid Management Industrial Association
South African Tuna Association
South African Tuna Longline Association
South East Coast Inshore Fishing Association
University of Cape Town
University of Stellenbosch
Western Cape Economic Development Programme
West Coast Rock Lobster Industry Association
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Appendix ii

FISHERIES
ACHIEVEMENT:

MAIN PARTNERS:

WWF-SASSI species assessments
22 assessments were successfully completed, including new assessments and
re-assessments of 19 species from six South African fishing sectors. These assessments
allowed for significant external stakeholder input and were reviewed for consistency by
a review panel compiled of 10 prominent South African fisheries/ marine scientists.
Hake longline fisheries conservation project
The Fisheries Conservation Project between SAHLLA and WWF-SA for the South
African hake longline fishery was successfully completed and resulted in South
African longline hake and kingklip moving onto the WWF-SASSI Green-list.
Inshore trawl fishery project action plan
A list of the various companies that signed the inshore trawl experimental
threshold bycatch project code of conduct was shared with WWF-SASSI retailer/
supplier participants to align procurement practices with the project. The project’s
progress will be tracked as a Fishery Conservation Project, to achieve a workplan
with actions and timelines will be developed by UCT for the initial two-year pilot
period of the project.
Small-scale fishery project action plan
Implementation of the Kleinmond small-scale fishery improvement project action
plan commenced with seven key projects that focus on:
1. Restaurant value chain development
2. Integrated management system for catch data
3. Internal control system

DAFF, UCT, ORI,
SAAMBR, SANBI, BirdLife
South Africa, SADSTIA,
MSC

DAFF, SAHLLA,
CapMarine

UCT, DAFF, SECIFA, RFA

Masifundise, Kleinmond
stakeholders, Pick n Pay,
IDC, WCEDP, EEU-UCT,
Vodacom, Anchor
Environmental,
Sandra Kruger & Associates

4. Fair working conditions
5. Fisheries management plan
6. Inclusive research and monitoring
7. Strategy to address illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing
Progress of the first project – the restaurant value development chain as co-funded
by Pick n Pay and the 50in10/ New Venture Fund – includes the creation of a women’s
fisher co-operative who will be working with local restaurants to develop new products,
and a product control checklist. This was launched together with the #SASSIstories
‘Traditional Fishers’ illustration at an event in Kleinmond where celebrity chef Bertus
Basson prepared a dish from local Green-listed fish. An on-the-ground WWF-SA coordinator was also appointed from October to operationalise this project.
Local fishing community newspaper
Small-scale fisheries communications included four editions of the local fishing
community newspaper Die Visblik. This eight page newspaper is designed to deepen
and broaden WWF-SA’s engagement with the Kogelberg fishing communities, and to
empower the fishers by giving them a platform through which to communicate and
tell their stories.

WWF-SA Communications
team
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Appendix iii

SEAFOOD
INDUSTRY
ACHIEVEMENT:

MAIN PARTNERS:

RFA membership
RFA members agreed to a further two-year term.

RFA members

RFA offshore trawl bycatch project
Assessing how the sustainability of key species landed in the offshore
trawl sector can be improved.

DAFF, WWF-SA, SADSTIA

RFA code of conduct
Developed a code of conduct for responsible fishing practice and
obtained commitment from 11 fishing associations to adopt this code.

RFA, CapMarine, SADSTIA,
SECIFA, SAMTA, SACLIA,
SAPTIA, SCRLIA, WCRLIA,
SAPFIA, SASMIA, SATLA, SATA

RFA/ UCT/ WWF-SA ecosystem approach to fisheries workshop
Co-funded a workshop with UCT and WWF-SA to engage key
stakeholders in the fishing industry to review the application of an
ecosystem approach to fisheries management to date and agree on an
action plan going forward in South Africa.

RFA, WWF-SA, UCT

RFA Marine Living Resources Act review project
Assessed how an ecosystem approach to fisheries can be better
promoted through the broader marine framework and specifically the
Marine Living Resources Act. The findings of this project have been
used to inform the RFA’s comment on sector-specific policies.

RFA, RU

RFA safeguarding offshore benthic habitats
Assessing the impacts of seismic survey activity with the aim of
mitigating the harmful impacts of this practice.

Andrea Angel
(Independent consultant),
Dave Russell (Independent
Namibian fisheries consultant)

RFA responsible fisheries training
Hosted 13 responsible fisheries training courses during the year with
a total of 262 learners trained. Two RFA training posters were also
developed to support the on-going crew training efforts.

RFA members, STRIKA
Entertainment, DAFF, MCS,
City of Cape Town - Law
Enforcement, SANParks

RFA marine month celebration event
Over 70 representatives from the fishing industry, academia, NGOs,
retail sector, as well as DAFF and DEA were engaged in discussions on
an ecosystems approach to fisheries, climate change, marine protected
areas and bulk sediment mining.

RFA, Birdlife South Africa,
SANBI, UCT, RU, CER

RFA communications
Two newsletters were published and distributed to 140 targeted RFA
stakeholders throughout the seafood sector.

RFA members, academia, NGOs,
retail sector, DAFF, DEA
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Appendix iv

RETAILERS
AND SUPPLIERS
ACHIEVEMENT:

MAIN PARTNERS:

WWF-SASSI retailer/ supplier participant commitments
Nine WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participation Scheme
members have made public commitments to sustainable seafood.
These include four of the six major retailers, two national
restaurant franchises, an iconic hotel chain, one of the largest
seafood importers, and one significant seafood processor.

Pick n Pay, SPAR, Woolworths,
Fruit & Veg City, Ocean Basket
John Dory’s, Sun International,
I&J, Breco Seafoods

14 organisational assessments conducted
WWF-SASSI Retailer/ Supplier Participation Scheme members
carried out assessments to determine their performance in
addressing key seafood sustainability focus areas.

Pick n Pay, SPAR, Woolworths,
Fruit & Veg City, Ocean Basket,
John Dory’s, I&J, Breco Seafoods

MSC awareness marketing campaign
Aimed to increase awareness of the importance of an MSC certified
fishery, as well as recognition of the on-product MSC ecolabel by
using the tractions that WWF-SASSI has with consumers.

Pick n Pay, MSC, I&J, Sea Harvest

Seafood naming protocol project
WWF-SA developed a naming protocol to be adopted by the
South African Bureau of Standards, who have agreed to develop
a South African National Standard called 1647 ‘Approved market
names for fishery products for human consumption traded in
South Africa’.

SABS, DAFF, NRCS, CGCSA,
FishSA, SADSTIA, SAASIE, RASA
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Appendix v

RESTAURANTS
AND CONSUMERS
ACHIEVEMENT:

MAIN PARTNERS:

WWF-SASSI FishMS success
10 746 requests in 2015

iVeri

WWF-SASSI posters and pocket cards updated
5 018 posters and 90 600 pocket cards distributed in 2015, and
both the poster and pocket card were updated in June 2015.

WWF-SASSI networking partners,
WWF-SASSI retailer/ supplier
participants

WWF-SASSI website
New site and database developed, with 8 900 visitors and 37 000
page views in 2015.

Brand Foundry

WWF-SASSI training
50 people trained through the WWF-SASSI training programme.

Two Oceans Aquarium, uShaka
Marine World

WWF-SASSI ambassadors and chefs
Relationships developed with eight chefs and five ambassadors.

Christo Pretorius, Ryan Shell,
Christiaan Campbell, Leigh Trout,
Kobus Van Der Merwe, Greg
Czarnecki, Geoffrey Murray,
Franck Dangereux, Ray Chaplin,
John Lucas, John Grundlingh,
Weskus braaiers, Tikka boys

WWF-SASSI TV coverage
WWF-SASSI featured prominently on the eTV prime time series
Ultimate Braai Master (Season 4), as well as on KYKNet’s Jan
Braai vir Erfnis with the latter made possible by Pick n Pay.

Ultimate Braai Master, Justin
Bonello, Cooked in Africa Films,
eTV, Jan Braai, Pick n Pay, KYKNet

Water Warrior expedition
Spent two weekends with various stakeholders including
students from the Cape Peninsula University of Technology on
Explore4Knowledge’s #WaterWarrior expedition, sharing talks on
WWF-SASSI and WWF-SA’s freshwater work.

Explore4Knowledge, Pick n Pay

Knysna Oyster Festival activation
Created a platform to showcase the #SASSIstories campaign,
including holding a short film show, jointly hosting a fish braai
competition with Pick n Pay, plus hosting the ‘The Flavours of
Knysna’ evening where two WWF-SA staff were judges together
with Toks van der Linde and Tamsin Snyman.

Knysna Oyster Festival, Worldsport,
Pick n Pay

Marine week activation
WWF-SASSI engaged with over 400 learners during an activation
held over the school holidays at the Iziko Museum in Cape Town.

Iziko Museum, MSC, BirdLife South
Africa
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Appendix v

SANCCOB penguin festival activation
As part of National African Penguin Awareness Day, WWF-SASSI
hosted a sustainable seafood braai together with Pick n Pay.

SANCCOB, Pick n Pay

2015 World Seabird Conference exhibition stand
Jointly hosted an exhibition stand with the RFA at this
international conference held in South Africa this year, over 650
delegates attended.

RFA, BirdLife South Africa,
MSC, SANCOR

Wavescape sustainable seafood cook-off
Hosted a sustainable seafood ‘Fish Fry’ event together with
Wavescape, Pick n Pay and 5FM DJ Cath Grenfell as MC.

Wavescape, Pick n Pay,
Save our Seas, 5FM

#SASSIstories mural at SACS school
Collaborated with Pick n Pay, RFA and local artist Keanon
Pohlman to create a #SASSIstories mural on an outside wall at
SACS school in Cape Town.

Pick n Pay, RFA,
UrbanKhoi

WWF-SASSI trailblazer chefs awards
Co-hosted this annual chefs awards evening in Cape Town.

Spill communications
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Appendix vi

STATISTICS
SUMMARY
Core operational statistics
1. Operational statistics							

2015

1.1

Number of projects						

20*

1.2

Number of people employed				

1.3

% Diversity							

62%

1.4

% Female							

62%

12

			
2. Communications								

2015

2.1

Media hits							

2.2

% Media hits: Broadcast media			

46%

2.3

% Media hits: Electronic media				

15%

2.4

% Media hits: Print media		

39%

2.5

Reports produced				

		

1

2.6

Scientific publications					

3

		

52

		

Conservation statistics

			

			
3. Consumer
			
					
awareness and
seafood market
3.1 Number of retailers aligned to WWF-SASSI 			
transformation
3.2 Number of people WWF-SASSI trained			

2015
10
50

3.3 FishMS requests				

10 746

3.4 Website page views					

37 000

			
4. Ecosystem approach
to fisheries

2015
4.1

Number of people trained in the
WWF Responsible Fisheries Training course			

262

4.2 Fisheries improvement projects underway			

3

* All 20 projects include:
RFA 8: Monitoring ETP Species Project, Offshore Trawl Bycatch Project, Seismic Survey Study, African Penguin Blue Sky Workshop, EAF Workshop,
Sector-specific Comments from MLRA Review Project, Code of Conduct Project, Socio-economic Impact of Marine Users Project.
SSFIP 2: IMS Project, Kleinmond Restaurant Value Chain Project.
WWF-SASSI Assessments 5: White Mussel/ South Coast Oyster Assessment Project, East Coast Rock Lobster Assessment Project, KZN Oyster Assessment
Project, Aquaculture Assessments Project, Mozambique Linefish Assessment Project
Fisheries Improvement Projects/Fishery Conservation Projects 3: SA Hake Longline FCP, ET Project, Kogelberg Small-scale Fisheries Improvement Project.
WWF-SASSI 2: Development of WWF-SASSI Website and Database, Pick n Pay Instore MSC Campaign
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Appendix vii

LIST OF
PUBLICATIONS
REPORTS PRODUCED:
A decade of implementing an ecosystem approach to fisheries for
Southern African fisheries: Report compiled by Samantha Petersen,
John Duncan, Aaniyah Omardien (Consultant), Alice Johnson and Monica
Betts (Oceana Group 2015).
Available at www.wwf.org.za/media_room/publications/?15581/EAFin-Southern-African-Fisheries” http://www.wwf.org.za/media_room/
publications/?15581/EAF-in-Southern-African-Fisheries

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS:
Barendse, J and Francis, J (2015) Towards a standard nomenclature
for seafood species to promote more sustainable seafood trade in
South Africa. Marine Policy, 53, 180-187.
Cawthorn, D., Duncan, J., Kastern, C., Francis, J. and Hoffman, C. (2015)
Fish species substitution and misnaming in South Africa:
An economic safety and sustainability conundrum revisited.
Food Chemistry, 185, 165 - 181.
Stratoudaksie, Y., McConney, P., Duncan, J., Ghofar, A., Gitonga, N.,
Mohamed, K., Samoilys, M., Symington, K., Bourillon, L., (2015)
Fisheries certification in the developing world: Locks and keys or
square pegs in round holes? Fisheries Research, 4226, 2-11.
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8 900

90 600

Visitors to the new
WWF-SASSI website since
it launched in June 2015

WWF-SASSI pocket
cards distributed in 2015

10 746
Enquiries received
through WWF-SASSI
FishMS service in 2015

® “WWF” Registered Trademark of WWF-World Wide Fund For Nature (formerly World Wildlife Fund).
1st Floor, Bridge House, Boundary Terraces, Mariendahl Lane, Newlands, Cape Town, PO Box 23273,
Claremont, 7735, t: +27 21 657 6600, e: info@wwf.or.za, www.wwf.org.za

Responsible fisheries
training courses held
in 2015 with over 262
learners trained
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